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BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ MEETING 
     GENERAL SESSION MINUTES 

Thursday, September 9, 2021 

 

 

Board of Directors via TEAMS     
Lee Adams       Supervisor Representative   
Kevin Goss       Supervisor Representative 
Geri Byrne       Alt. Supervisor Representative 
Sam Blesse       Supervisor Representative 
Aaron Rogers      Hospital Representative 
Christi Myers      Member at Large 
 
Nor-Cal EMS Staff 
Donna Stone       Chief Executive Officer 
Dr. Jeffrey Kepple      Medical Director 
Dan Spiess       Director 
Mark Thomas      EMS Specialist 
Jenni McGuire      Clinical Coordinator 
Gerald Gross       EMS Specialist 
Kathy VanDonge      Administrative Assistant 
 

1. CONVENE MEETING/INTRODUCTIONS 
The meeting was convened by Chairperson Lee Adams at 10:35 AM 
 
Self-introductions were made by the Supervisors and Donna introduced Nor-Cal 
EMS Staff.  Lee Adams welcomed Shauntelle Kelly and Gerald Gross to the 
Agency.  

 
2. MINUTES OF JULY 8, 2021, GENERAL SESSION  

It was moved, second and carried (Goss/Blesse) to approve the minutes as 
submitted. 

 

3. RATIFY ACTIONS TAKEN IN EXECUTIVE SESSION  
There were no reportable actions taken. 

 
4. PUBLIC COMMENT  

There was no public comment. 
 



5. DISASTER RELATED ACTIVITIES REPORT 

Mark commended all public health for their sincere and exemplary efforts during 
the ongoing fires.   
 
He went on to say that as we all know we began fire season a bit early with the 
Sugar Fire/Beckwourth/Complex.  This began our receiving of Mutual Aid 
resources for fire coverage and back in June he met with MHOAC/OES in 
Redding. 
 
Fire activities first began in June then rolled into Dixie Fire and the Plumas 
Hospital evacuations, including the relocation of the Skilled Nursing facility in 
Susanville which continued with 2 teams assisting in the evacuation.  
 
Mark stated that the Greenville disaster and strike team requests were called in 
for the Chester area, while COVID testing was timing out. Concern then came 
about regarding evacuation of the prison. 
 
Then Monument Fire broke out and more evacuations developed.  Again, Public 
Health was instrumental. 
 
Mark stated that there are only 4 ICU beds available north of Sacramento, 
affecting not only ambulance staffing but also bed availability.  These things 
commit long distance transfer and ambulance availability.   
 
Aaron Rogers added that some availabilities of beds are due to nursing 
shortages.  He pointed out significant numbers of staff are unvaccinated and if 
mandate is put in place, he believes some facilities may not be able to remain 
open. 
 
Aaron Rogers said Trinity Hospital thanks us for our support and transfer plans 
during the recent fires in Trinity County.   

 

6. FINANCIAL  

 A. FY 2021-2022 General Fund 
Donna reported that at 17% of the year there is not a great deal to report 
with fiscal year just beginning.  Some general fund monies have been 
received.   

Donna went on to report that state personnel determined that a 25% 
advanced was not allowed.  A billing for 2 months was submitted, 
processed and payment received in a short amount of time.  Without the 
25% advance an especially close look at cash flow will be necessary.   Since 
a report was prepared for this meeting, additional payments have been 
received.  Donna reviewed several line items on the income summary 



sheet.  She noted there is nothing remarkable on the expense side but 
noted the advance payments for insurance.   

 B. Bank Signatures 
Donna noted that she, Dan Spiess and Sam Blesse are signatory on 
company checking accounts.  With Dan Spiess retiring, Donna 
recommended that Shauntelle Kelley and Kathy VanDonge be signatory 
and to remove Dan Spiess.  Donna would be signatory on all checks 
except for the times when she is out of the office.  Internal procedures are 
in place. 

It was moved, second and carried (Goss/Blesse) to approve Shauntelle 
Kelley, Kathy VanDonge, Sam Blesse (Board Secretary) and Donna Stone 
as signatories and to remove Dan Spiess from all Banner Bank and Tri 
Counties accounts.   

 
 C. Grant Update 

Donna reported that a $6,000 grant had been previously received and that 
an additional $15, 000 grant was recently received.  Donna pointed out 
that these funds do not replace anticipated revenue lost due to 
cancellation of events, especially the Northstate Conference, which was 
cancelled for coming up on the 3rd year due to COVID. 
   

7. REPORTS 

 A. MAC – Medical Advisory Committee 
Mark reported that the committee has not meet since June due to fire 
activity although we have 5 Optional Scopes into the state. 

 B. AMAC – Air Medical Advisory Committee  
Reporting for Nick Entsminger, Donna reported that fires continue to 
impact our counties.  Nick worked with a Lassen County air provider on 
delayed responses due to poor visibility due to smoke from the Dixie fire.  
He reported that there were good communications with Nor-Cal EMS, 
dispatch centers and other response agencies.  Regular communication 
continues as the Dixie fire is ongoing. 

Nic also reported that he was working with an ambulance company who 
was experiencing staffing issues due to COVID.  Nor-Cal EMS offered 
provisional accreditation for up to a 2-month period to resolve staffing 
challenges.  

 C. HPP - Hospital Preparedness Project  
Jenni McGuire reported that one contract had been received while we are 
still awaiting others possibly waylaid from fires.   
 
The Base Hospital contract format has been streamlined as well as a docu-
sign process has been put in place.  The process creates an audit trail 



indicating when an individual sign the document, when the document 
was finalized and when all individuals received a finalized copy. 
 
Regarding Education/Training, Jenni indicated we have links on our 
website to HPP, External Training and Nor-Cal EMS Training from MCI 
to Disaster. 

Jenni went on to state the Public Safety-First Aid (PSFA) approved online 
cognitive portion was available on our website to training programs.  
Since putting together an easy application for PSFA and EMR with 
approved items for the application packet, there have been at least five 
agencies that have used the application packet to be approved, which has 
simplified the process. 
  
Dr. Kepple has approved Public Safety-First Aid training which the 
cognitive portion is online now providing instructional slides. 
 

Donna complemented Jenni in streamlining many of the technological 
aspects of agency operations. 

 D. HIE – Health Information Exchange Project  
Dan reminded the Board that the HIE Project would permit ambulance 
personnel to communicate patient name, DOB, and gender to the 
receiving hospital and in turn important patient record information would 
be transmitted to ambulance personnel.  This would include such 
information as the patient’s medical history and medications.  Following 
the patient’s discharge from the hospital, the discharge diagnosis would 
be provided back to the ambulance service along with current 
demographics, payer information and other treatment information.  This 
would provide important information for run review and quality 
improvement purposes.  
 
Dan further reminded the Board that HIE project started several months 
late due to contract delays between SacValley MedShare, several state 
agencies, and DHHS which was the funding source.  This together with 
the implementation handicaps caused by COVID for the past year and a 
half and more recently the devastating fires has made the completion of 
the project and enormous challenge. 
 
Dan stated that despite this, the project is now in the implementation 
testing phase during the last month of the project, which is this 
September. 

He reported that for the project to continue with funding which would go 
to the electronic Patient Care Record systems used by the ambulance 
companies and to the technology entities keeping data moving among the 
ambulance services, hospitals, and medical record systems, we 
understand that six months of operation would be required.  While the 



project is short of that we understand that discussions are underway that 
may permit continuation. 

Following his report and recognizing this as Dan’s last board of Directors’ 
meeting due to retirement Kevin Goss thanked Dan for service over the 
years.  Donna, borrowing one of Dan’s frequent lines usually applied to 
wedding anniversaries stated that the first forty-four years of Dan’s 
employment at Nor-Cal EMS were the most difficult.  Donna commented 
on the smooth transition from Dan’s tenure to hers. 

Dan reviewed many significant improvements to the EMS system in his 
career and stressed that the road never ends as it relates to continued 
advancement.  He thanked the Board of Directors and previous Board for 
allowing him to be a part of the agency.  
 

 E. Online Conference Series  
Kathy reported on the virtual conference to be presented October 8, a one-
hour presentation by Dr. Sean Owen on Prehospital Orthopedic 
Trauma/Assessment/Management and Outcome. 

She reported that work continues in the organization of future 
presentations.  One presentation will address mutual aid and one will 
address Critical Event Stress Debriefing. 

Kathy went on to describe the three CE process and reminded the Board 
of the continuing search for sponsors and vendors. 

F. Medical Director Reports  
Dr. Kepple stated that he appreciated all the reports today and specially 
appreciates and thanks Dan Spiess.   

 
He went on to state that he and Donna spoke about strengthening and 
growing the Clinical Department and welcomed Gerald Goss, (Fire 
Engineer) as the new EMS Specialist to Nor-Cal EMS.  He stated that 
clinical folks are all champions of continuing education.  Despite COVID, 
this is encouraging and there is always more we can do that we have 
done. 
 
Dr. Kepple also stated that Nick Entsminger will continue to assist with 
trauma designations and inspections. 
 
He went on to complement Donna’s investment in the clinical department 
with support of the Board of Directors. 
 
Dr. Kepple stated he is looking forward to Dr Owen’s virtual conference 
as he comes highly recommended.  He also stressed the importance of 
offering high quality continuing education series presentations with top 
notch speakers. 

 



7. ADJOURN 

The next Board Meeting is scheduled for Thursday, November 4, 2021.  

The meeting was adjourned at 11:36 AM by Chairperson Adams. 

 


